
Dear Company! 

Our company, OMC Machinery, is an Italian manufacturer of woodworking machines. We produce 

hot and cold presses, bending presses, membrane presses, fluid presses, fluid-membrane presses, 

vacuum presses, special presses and more others according to our customer’s needs. We offer 

different models and sizes, which can be personalized on request. 

We started our activity in 1983 as mechanical workshop. From 1995 we sell woodworking machine. 

Our staff has a 20 years technical experience and we are among the leaders in the sector of the 

woodworking industry. Our main goal is to use our technical experience to find new solutions for 

new high-quality products, which assure the complete satisfaction of our customers.  

We are located in Bolgare (Bergamo) in the northern part of Italy. We have a large network of 

contacts around the world and we especially export our products to Russia, India, UAE, Europe. We 

are willing to find new partners to start a solid cooperation.  

Please take a look at our web-site www.omcpresse.it. 

On the website you can find a youtube link, through which you can watch short clips about our 

production. 

 

Contact us 

o Purchase/Sales: commerciale@omcpresse.it   skype: commerciale.omc 

 

o Technical dept.: ufficiotecnico@omcpresse.it  

 

o Administration: amministrazione@omcpresse.it  

 

o Info: info@omcpresse.it  

 

 

Tel.: +39 035 841280 

Fax: +39 035 8350116 

Address: OMC MACHINERY SRL, Via 1° Maggio 38 – 24060 Bolgare (Bergamo) 

                  ITALY 

 

Thank you for your kind attention! 

Best regards, 

OMC MACHINERY SRL 
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  Our company (workshop 1) 

 

  Our company (workshop 2) 



         

The offices – workshop 2 

                

 Sales and administration 



 

Technical offices         

       



 

 

  Carpentry – workshop 1          

 



     

 

 

 



     Electric department and storage – workshop 2 

 

  



Here you can find some examples of our production: 

PL - HOT PRESS 

 

The PL can be provided with different types of platens according to the needs of production and 

with different types of heating systems in order to ensure the best results of processing required by 

the customer. The presses PL (water or oil) are complete with pump, heating, expansion tank, and 

piping system. Series are: pressure recovery that works automatically inserted leaving the current, 

the emergency rope and the automatic opening by timer. 

  



Types of platens: 

The PL presses model can have different types of plates: assembled coil, assembled and milled, 

solid and electrical Elkom. 

Assembled coil platens: As you can see in the floor there is a coil inside which circulates the 

heating fluid. Very light, have a surface coating with aluminum foil. Are entirely designed, 

manufactured and tested at OMC. 

 

 

Milled assembled steel platens: Even within this type of plate is inserted a coil but, unlike the plans 

described above, these have a more robust structure and, moreover, the work surfaces are milled. 

These will later be covered with aluminum foil. They are entirely designed, manufactured and 

tested at OMC. 

 

Drilled steel platens: this type of platen is composed by a thick steel platen (30mm) and inside of it 

there is a circuit in which circulates the heating fluid, which is the most suitable for high pressures. 

Usually this type of platen is covered with mylar or aluminum. They are entirely designed, 

manufactured and tested at OMC. 

 



Elkom electric plates: This type of platen is heated thanks to the presence, inside of it, of electrical 

resistors. The presses on which the Elkom platens are mounted do not have any heating system. 

Platens made in Germany. 

 

 

 

Types of heating system:  

oil boiler: used as heating fluid oil, this type of system can reach maximum temperatures around 

120 ° C 

hot water / boiler: used as heating fluid water, this type of system can reach maximum temperatures 

around 90 ° C. 

Elkom electric platens: they heat up thanks to internal resistance. The maximum temperature 

reached by this solution are around 120 ° C. 

OPTIONALS: LOGIC CONTROL VERSION 

 

 

New FULL TOUCH SCREEN digital panel, with automatic system of pressure recovery and 

heating control system. 

 



 

 

 

 

PL CA 

 

 

Elkom plates or milled and assembled steel platens. 

PL CA can be used as membrane press for PVC covering or veneer. 

Automatic moving tray. 

 

 

 

 



 

PLSM 

This model can be used as a normal press for double panels to ennoble with veneer and/or 

laminated and as a press to gain edged-glued panels. It is an optimal solution for the medium 

carpenter’s shop that produces edge-glued panels for its own use. 

Using the fixed beat and the lateral pressers group you produce panels from 2500/3000 x 1300mm. 

This press can be equipped with loader with pusher and neutral wheels unloader. 

 

 

 

 



 

PL CONVERSION S 

 

 Solid steel drilled platens   

 Loading on the front side 

 Air system 

 

It can be used as: 

 Cold press 

 Hot press 

 PVC plus moulding veneer only on one side 

 To ennoble moulded veneer on both sides 

 

 

 

 



 

FRAME PRESS - AUTOMATIC SBU 

 

 

Very solid structure, welded and worked with high precision machines, the frame press model 

SBU/A is made by a vertical beam that evenly distributes the pressure on the frame by using two 

pistons. The fixed squares can be positioned manually, while the movable squares and the superior 

beam are moved by vertical pistons. Every operation is controlled by a push botton which allows 

the operator to check easily any working phase of the frame press. The frame press is completed 

with a pressure gauge that reads the pressure and handwheels which regulate the pressure of the 

lateral and vertical pistons and it is controlled by a PLC. On request, we can also add some 

optionals for particular works (rack bar suitable for shutters making) and some accessories which 

enable a better work. 

 

 



 

FRAME PRESS - SPTL 

 

Useful length: 3000-4000-5000-6000 

Useful height: 1300 

Max thickness beam: 150 

Hydraulic vertical pistons 

N° of vertical pistons for meter: 2 or more 

Thrust for vertical piston: Kg 2500 

Thrust for cm2 on a 80mm thickness beam with n°2 cylinders: Kg 6.25 

Thrust for cm2 on a 120mm thickness beam with n°3 cylinders: Kg 6.25 

Front pneumatic pressers 

N° of front pneumatic pressers/mt: 3-4-5-6 

 

 

 

 



 

VACUUM SYSTEM OVEN PRESS 

 

The vacuum press is particularly used for veneer panels wrapping. Using the provided 

bases, you can have bent panels with plywood foil. The membrane vacuum press is 

particularly used in the nautical sector and in the high-style furniture industry. 

According to the type of glue being used, this press can work with or without heating 

and it has a high capacity vacuum pump. The vacuum press is equipped with a control 

board which allows all kinds of regulations of the press without any risk. 

 

 

 

 

VACUUM DOUBLE 

 



 

 

FLUID 

This machine has been developed for pressing thermomolding materials on MDF panels, a 

system that has become more and more consistent with the forniture industry in the last few 

years particularly suitable for all the great variety of complex panels shapes. The types of 

materials more frequently used are PVC, PET, TRF, ABS. The machine is also capable of 

gluing wood veneer layers of different thickness on panels previously prepared in MDF or 

CHIPBOARD. The machine is equipped with an automatic system for the control of the 

liquid in the membrane beds to ensure a steady optimal tension of the membrane. The 

hydraulic thrust pressure (pistons) and the hydraulic molding pressure ( membrane) are 

electronically controlled by a digital pressure switch in order to constantly monitor also the 

perfect efficiency of the membrane. In case of accidental piercing, pressures are immediately 

zeroed (reaction time 5-8 milliseconds) to prevent leakage. This press is available with 1 or 2 

membrane platens. 



 

AIRTEC DOUBLE 

 

It has movable superior plate, cut flamed structure, motored loader with carpet. Membrane in press 

electrically heated outside the vain press. Unloader with motored carpet. The machine is 

administered from PLC. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

AIRTEC CA 

Designed and manufactured to process both thermoplastic foil and veneer, it works without or with 

membrane. Fitted with high capacity vacuum pump it allows any kind of gluing and by the control 

board you can control any function of the press. The press is equipped with a manual tray to make 

loading and unloading operations easier. 



Here you can find some results obtained by using our machines: 

 

MEMBRANE PRESS (fluid, air, vacuum) 

 

 
 

MEMBRANE PRESS 

 

 
 

 

 

 

   



 

 

MEMBRANE PRESS  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

 

FLUID PRESS 

 

 
 


